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Executive Summary

AOL Instant Messenger is currently the leader in Instant Messaging. However, their Social Media products are not 
as widely recognized as their messaging service. For the last decade, AIM has been associated with messaging 
and “buddies.” AIM wants to extend the brand value they have achieved through messaging and expand it to the 
broader set of products in the social networking arena.

AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) has stabilized their spot as the #1 Instant Messaging service. The principal goal 

The brand value needs to be expanded and worked into the products of the social network. By the end of the 
campaign, Velocity Communications will increase trial and grow usage of AIM products by 15%, bridge the 
gap between AIM Messaging and AIM Social Media, and increase AIM brand awareness overall. 

MyAIM will structure AIM services to resemble a more personalized messaging system. Consumers will feel 
individually important and appreciate the options they have to make their AIM their own. Choice of color 
schemes, network groups, charity involvement and media interaction are some of the unique characteristics 
each AIM user will be able to set and control as they please.

Research was done to fully understand the wants and needs of our target audience along with their expecta-

and in turn hold onto their current users while sparking interest to invite new ones. Through the use of primary 

we were able to better understand the current products of AIM. This enabled us to accurately determine what 
aspects of AIM were missing according to the desires of our target market.

men and women ages 18-24. This range of six years was broken down into three groups: High School (18) 
College Students (18-22) and Working (22-24). We separated them based on the location, where they spend 
the majority of their time and the issues they have to deal with on a daily basis. We categorized them in this 
fashion because we feel these issues change drastically from high school to college and from college into the 
working world. 

Connecting the product to social causes is an increasingly effective strategy that establishes brand differentia-
tion and increases brand health. Consumers, especially Generation Y, form an emotional bond to products 
tied with a cause. This, in turn, results in brand loyalty and increased usage. The “MyAIM” Campaign will build 
such emotional relationships between AIM and the target segments. 
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social network products. This will be done through contests, social networking, viral marketing, websites and 

audience. Fun, fresh, interactive and intelligent - these are the values of the 18-24 year olds and the “MyAIM”
campaign.

Pertaining to our entire target audience, a nationwide contest will be set up for AIM users to participate in a
chance to win a trip to a movie premiere, major league baseball game, concert or SAG Awards as well as 
many other promotional items.

donation then provides them the option to change the color of their interface to that of the charity to which
they are loyal. 

Tying in the importance of our youth generation, AIM will provide presidential chats for their users to become

vote.

AIM products will be strategically placed and used in CW television shows, already partnered with AIM. The 
use of the product by celebrities on these shows will increase awareness, and in turn, increase usage.



Situational Analysis

MSN
• Visually appealing
•
• Ease of navigation
• Focus on current events/news headlines
• Not targeted towards youth
• Cluttered
• Lack of teen site
• Target audience older than other search engines

•
• User interface, windows and links are simple in format and easy to navigate 
• Opening a Gmail account is invite only which gives it an exclusive appeal and allows users to 

immediately build a personal network 
• You receive your chat messages in the form of an email when you are not online 
• Vast applications creates “one stop shop” appeal 
• Chat feature is built into email window 
• Strong brand recognition 
• Effective Ad tool 
• Committed to preventing Spam

• No subscription fee
• Well-known brand name and identity
• Capability to create and design own homepage
• Yahoo homepage and logo inviting for various age markets

• Focus on networking 
• Used mainly by college students 
•
•

data mining 
• Strong brand loyalty

• Allow users to self express 
•
• Breaking into instant messaging 
•
•
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• Well-known brand name

• Strong brand image

• A veteran of the instant messaging world

• Strong user loyalty

• Low quality customer service

• Lack of navigability and connection to each of the four AIM components

• Incompatible with other Instant Messaging programs

• Low awareness of AIM features

• Target market connects and communicates through technology

• Able to utilize existing features

• Develop partnerships to a variety of businesses to increase product usage

• High numbers of Americans listed in military can stay connected through AIM messaging

• Large number of strong messaging competitors

• Increased usage of alternative social networks on the high school and college level

• Rapidly changing technology

SWOT Analysis



Research

• Communication is the number one reason for internet usage 

• Homework is second use of internet

• Email, networking, school and music/entertainment 

• Majority of people do not have web cams but most new computers come with web cam built in

• 72.3% listed that they have never visited a chat room 

• 81.7% do not use the internet on their cell phone 

• 88.3% do not use their instant messenger on their cell phone 

• 83.9% of people use the same IM program now that they did in high school 

• 71.3% said that they would use their schools messaging service for academic networking 

• 83.8% use their instant messenger between from 5-10 p.m. 

• 76.5% stated they will use AIM after college 

•
• Almost half of respondents mentioned that Facebook was their favorite website 

• 100% of people surveyed said that they use Instant Messaging to communicate with their friends

• 60% use Facebook, 60% use MySpace 

• Primary e-mail is Yahoo! Mail 61.4%. Second is AOL mail at 28.1% 

• 55% spend between one and three hours online daily

• Communication is the number one reason they use the internet; homework is number two then music 
at three

• Types of websites they visit everyday: music, e-mail; often: work, school related 

• No webcam 

• Access internet at home and school 

• 95% of respondents have not visited a chat room in the last year

• No cell phone usage with internet 

• 35% use IMs everyday 

• 57.8% said they would not use school IM service for academic purposes 

• 71.7% use internet between 5-10 p.m. 

• 100% of people said that they communicated with friends on their instant messenger 

• 62.5% said they view themselves using instant messenger in the workplace

We tested our creative messages to determine which ones would be most effective. We showed three differ-
ent styles of posters to groups of people in our target audience and the ones seen in this campaign are the 
ones that rang true with that such audience.
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AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) is an advertisement-supported proprietary instant messaging and presence
computer program which uses the OSCAR instant messaging protocol and the TOC protocol to allow regis-
tered users to communicate in real time. It was released by AOL in May of 1997. The software has a large 
share of the instant messaging market (with 52% of the total reported as of 2006), placing it ahead of the
combined total user base of the two closest rivals. It is maintained by AOL LLC.

•
• 50% of our target market are college students

•

• Students prefer to spend money on products that are honest and socially responsible

• Generation Y seems to be less cynical and more concerned with social issues than Generation X 

• 83% of generation Y will trust a company more if it is more socially or environmentally responsible

•
deep commitment to social cause

• 89% of generation Y are likely or very likely to switch from one brand to another (all else equal) if the

second brand is associated with a good cause

•
its products or services

• The marginal utility gained from marketing to teens is maximum from ages 18-24



Research cont.

These are the top ten prime time viewed networks for viewers ages 18-24. The programs ran from 8:00 p.m. 
to 11:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday and 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Sunday.

•
•
•
•
•
• 5.31% of our market watches MTV: Music Television 

•
• 3.67% of our market watches HBO: the works

• 3.09% of our market watches Turner Network Television

• 2.95% of our market watches TBS-Superstation 

• 66.13% of our market watches other channels of television

Studies suggest that products placed within a television show have higher rates of recognition. When placed 
on a show that is favorable to the target market, a product can also develop better brand health. Although 

between attitudes and brands on the television show with the AIM brand will be a rewarding connection by 
drawing in the target market. Also, reruns will increase gross impressions and further instill brand awareness.

During the campaign, research is crucial for measuring the extent of success for each section. AIM will be 
able to shape future efforts based upon the data collected throughout each section.

Data mining is the tracking of its users and personal information. With data mining, AIM will be able to market 

campaigns.
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•
• Concerned with their reputation
•
• Dating

•
• Have their own computer
• Separated from friends and family
• Need to save money
• Have more freedom
• Meeting a large group of new people
• Trying to make new friends, while trying to maintain old ones
• Always connected through e-mail, instant messaging, 

facebook, or cell phones

• Finally making their own income
• Have a career
• Possibly living on their own
• Have a night life

Target Market

One in three is not caucasian Affected by peers and the media Good at multitasking

90% have a computer at home Concerned with social issues



Cause Marketing

• Increase awareness of AIM by 30% by August 2009. 

•
• Increase awareness of selected charities by 10% by August 2009.

• Banners will be placed on MyAIM home page and link to newest download of AIM for current users.   
The banners will run from September 2008 to August 2009.

• Small advertisements on popular sites in our target market such as MySpace and Facebook that will   
run through the duration of the campaign.

•
Illustrated and Cosmo to reach the male and female audiences in our target market. 

• There will be also be a “refer a friend” button to invited friends to a upgrade their AIM and participate   
in AIM for Change. An AIM message will be sent to the person if they are active.

• Users will be able to invite friends that are not currently signed up with AIM by having the option to   
manually enter an email address. The AIM for Change link will appear in the email invite and will   

-

talk bubble will change to the color of their charity. They may go green, red, pink, orange or maroon: 

• Go Green - Green Party 

• Go Red - Red (AIDS awareness) 

• Go Pink - National Breast Cancer 

• Go Orange - ASPCA 

•

After the initial donation, users can choose to additionally give 
money through their own accounts. We are also advertising 
this promotion through small advertisements on popular web-
sites for our target market and we will have a centerfold print 
ad in Cosmopolitan and Sports Illustrated. 

ing
their customers an easy way to contribute to a worthy cause. 

-
sumers an option and therefore personalizing their usual AIM 
experience to be their very own. Not only would AIM be bene-

appreciate the donations. Through this partnership AIM would 
have their name associated these worthy corporations and that recognition would reach our primary target 
group as well as consumers above and below that age range, resulting in a large increase in AIM usage. 
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Promotions

• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by   
15% each from September to December 2008.

• Associate our products with celebrities, thus increasing our “cool factor” by 10% within four months.

• Increase our group activity in our target market by 25% in four months.

• Small internet ads will be placed on MyAIM home page and link users to A-Lister Challenge description.

• There will be also be a “refer a friend” button to invited friends to a MyAIM group. This will automatically 
generate and send an email with the contest description link attached. A MyAIM message will be sent to   
the person if they are active.

• Users will be able to invite friends that are not currently signed up with MyAIM by having the option to 
manually enter an email address. The A-Lister promotion link will appear in the email invite and will   

• MyAIM users with the most group referrals increase their chances to be selected as an Aim A-Lister. In 
other words, this challenge will encourage people to refer their friends, resulting in an increase in    
customers for MyAIM.

•
• A-Lister trip will include all expenses paid and they will also get the option to pick tickets to one of   

following events:

• Two tickets to the Screen Actors Guild Awards in California aired on TNT and TBS on January 25

• Two tickets to a Warner Music Group concerts (examples: Matchbox Twenty, Staind, and T.I.)

• Two tickets to an upcoming New Line Cinema or Warner Bros. Movie Premier

• Two tickets to watch your favorite Major League baseball team on opening day in April

• Two tickets to watch your favorite NBA team play in an upcoming game

Group awareness and activity will increase by giving the AIM users an incentive. A challenge for AIM users to join 
and become active in the most amount of groups will get people more involved. Challenge winners will receive two 

males will receive a haircut by a top stylist, a pre-event massage and manicure, a designer tuxedo and shoes for 
the night, and a Rolex for them to keep. The females for these events will receive a haircut by a top stylist, a pre-
event massage and manicure; a designer gown, shoes and jewelry for the night; and a diamond bracelet for them 
to keep. For the concert, the males will receive a haircut by a top stylist, a pre-event massage and manicure, and a 
limited edition AIM iPod touch and 1,000 songs from iTunes. Those attending the concert and the sporting event will 
be requested to wear the AIM t-shirt. Through the grand prizes and free give-aways, winners will experience one 
night as an “A-Lister”. We will use four forms of advertising for this event which will run until December 2008. These 
include small internet ads on our homepage, a centerfold print ad in Cosmopolitan and Sports Illustrated, a televi-
sion commercial, and a buddy list advertisement. Winners will be chosen in January 2009.

peting
in the challenge. Over 73% of our target market is affected by the forms of entertainment offered in the promotion. 
Because of this group usage will increase by a minimum of 25%.
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Branded iPhone Mousepad T-shirt Design
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like an A-Lister? Red carpet 
treatment, designer clothes, 

3. “Join an AIM 
group, build your 
network and you 
can be on your 
way to the hot-
test events on the 
planet.”

5. “Listen up, there 
are 5 trip prizes 
for 5 future A-List-
ers and the most 
active AIM group 
member gets to 
choose their prize 

even include an 
extra ticket for your 
favorite friend.”

front row at a highly exclusive 
award show, movie premier, 
or concert featuring such art-
ists as Staind, Matchbox 20 
and many more?”

easy, but remem-
ber, the more active 
you are in a group 
the greater your 
chances are of living 
like an A-Lister. So 
simply be social: 
post pictures, invite 
friends, debate on 
hot topics, what-
ever.” 

6. “Are you ready to 
live like an A-Lister? 
Your journey to the 
top starts now.”

Commercials will air on TBS, CW, TNT, ESPN and MTV. These stations are all in the top ten networks our target 

audience watches. Commercials on these stations will deliver millions of gross impressions everyday.



Promotions cont.

The purpose of the MyAIM page is to incorporate all of the AIM products into one interactive social web page. 
With customizable colors and skins, the user can change their MyAIM page to match their personality. We sug-

simplicity and accessibility of the AIM products. 
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The interest list is the 
main personalized por-
tion of MyAIM. Users 
are allowed to insert 
their favorite links; the 
links are chosen when 
users sign up to MyAIM 
and can be changed 
anytime.

The internal buddy list 
allows users to have 
their buddies stay vis-
ible while they browse 
the web. This can be 
popped out or attached 
to the web page.

sponsors on the page with advertisements. 

The menu bar may be the most important aspect of the MyAIM 
page constantly giving users the ability to utilize AIM groups, 
comments, instant messaging, and chats.

This feature will allow people to post comments on their 

is maintained. 

and

list.
15



pages will have the AIM logo. The color of the AIM bubble will remain the same and the background will
change color every month, letting the readers know that there is a new layout inside.

Once the pages are open the two middle pages will depict ongoing and upcoming promotions. Since this is a 
year long print campaign the two middle pages will change according to when the different promotions begin 
and end.

that will be promoted to the readers in the September issue is the TVNZ ondemand feature acquired with our 
acquisition of Bebo. There will be between two and four promotional ads displayed on the two center pages.

16

Promotions cont.

Introducing the new MyAIM.com feature 
of the week
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AIM Player of the Game

• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by   

• Associate our products with athletes and teams thus increasing our “cool factor” by 10% throughout   

• Increase our male audience through popular games and press conferences in our target market by   

•
• Cost effective way to connect the AIM products to the target market throughout the United States.

We will partner with TBS and TNT by creating an advertising trade. The AIM Player of the Game will be declared
after each MLB game on TBS and after each NBA game on TNT. There will also be crawlers during every seventh 
inning stretch (MLB) and full time out (NBA). Sponsorship mentions of AIM during some commercial breaks will also 

Each station, TBS and TNT, will have buddy list advertisements during the days of games and product placement 
on the MLB and NBA AIM groups to ensure a fair value exchange. An AIM Player of the Game centerfold print ad 

AIM Player of the Game. The chosen player of the game will be presented an AIM trophy after the game. AIM us-
ers will be able to view the post game press conference with coaches and the AIM Player of the Game through the 
MLB or NBA AIM group. An AIM representative present will ask three of the most popular questions the AIM users 
ask in the group. AIM Player of the Game for both the MLB and NBA will not only promote AIM products, it will also 
increase brand awareness and brand health.

Research shows that last year on average 4.54 million people 
watched Major League Baseball on TBS with a 3.6 household 
rating. Individual game ratings peaked with during a Yankees vs. 
Indians game with 6.7 million viewers. While not all of these view-
ers are in our target market, they do hold a substantial percent-
age. This promotion delivers millions of gross impressions to the 

Through product placement during the MLB and NBA games, 
awareness of the four products will be increased by 15% each. 
By having this form of product placement, there will be an in-
crease in the use of polls, groups, and chats. Polls will increase 
because viewers can vote for their AIM Player of the Game 
through the MLB or NBA group homepage. Groups will increase 
in numbers as well as activity. By having the press conference 
shown on the homepage of the MLB or NBA group, users can 
chat with others in the group and can post questions for the AIM 
Player of the Game.



• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by 15% 
each by May of 2009.

• Associate our products with celebrities thus increasing our “cool factor” by 10% by May of 2009.

• Using three popular shows, increase our female audience by 25% by May of 2009.

•
• Weekly polls for viewers to gain AIM Points through spotting the AIM Logo Search.

Product placement is a vital component of the “MyAIM” Campaign that 
enables us to fully reach the target market. The CW has many televi-
sion programs that target the same demographics. Because of this we 

Girl for our three television programs. We chose these three particular 
shows because they are ongoing and they all have possible product 

receiving Tyra Mail they could receive a Tyra IM on their new special 

would drastically increase messaging in our target market. The char-
acters in Gossip Girl and One Tree Hill could receive AIM IM on their 
phones instead of text messaging. We will also place the AIM Logo on 
random pieces throughout the show. There will be a poll on the CW 

group homepage for viewers to participate in the AIM logo search. If the viewer correctly spots the AIM Logo 
they will receive a certain amount of points. These points will be tallied on their MyAIM homepage and when 
they have acquired enough they can turn them in for AIM paraphernalia. The product placements will run from 
September 2008 to May 2009. 

Next Top Model, One Tree Hill, and Gossip 
Girl, awareness of the four products will be increased by 15% each. Our research shows that 307,000 people 
in our target market watch the CW. By placing our products in their most popular shows these objectives will 
be met. It is important to note that gross impressions will be delivered in the hundreds of thousands by both 
regular season shows and reruns.

Promotions cont.
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• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by
20% each.

• Associate our products with celebrities thus increasing our “cool factor” by 10% in nine months.

• Increase our female audience through three shows popular in our target market by 25% in nine months.

•
•
• Place banners on AIM homepage to help promote the chats, running until May 2009.

-
fore each chat, small internet ads on the groups homepage, as well as banners on the AIM homepage. An IM

We believe that these two chats will help obtain our objectives because it is another way our users can get

Top Model contestants, in addition to polls and AIM Logo Search, will increase use of AIM products.



• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by   
30% each in 12 months.

• Associate our products with celebrities thus increasing our “cool factor” by 15% in 12 months.

• Increase the use of our Userplane Chats by our target market 25% by the end of the 12 month campaign.

• Internet banners and pop up ads promoting upcoming chats will be placed on the MyAIM home page.

• IMs will be sent to interested AIM users.

To increase the use of the AIM Userplane chats we will have specialty chats with high status celebrities that 
interests our target market. These celebrities will include politicians, star athletes, movie stars, and characters 
in popular television programs. There will be a different celebrity featured every month for the duration of our 
campaign. The AIM Userplane chats will be 30 to 60 minutes in length and will be monitored by AIM represen-
tatives. To ensure the chats can accommodate all users there will be smaller sub-chats that directly feed into 
the main chat. Users will be able to ask questions through the sub-chats and talk with other AIM users in that 
sub-chat. The top questions will be sent to the main Userplane chat where the subjected celebrity will answer 
them for all users to view. 

Promotion for the Userplane chats will be done through internet banners on the AIM homepage as well as on 

the user messages through the instant messaging. The instant messages will be sent one day before the chat 
and one hour before the chat so that the user is reminded but not annoyed. This enables users to become 

By having high status celebrities as the featured guest we will be able to attract our target market. Our re-

all other aspects. Because of this our AIM Userplane Sponsored chats will increase the use of chats by 20% 
over the course of the 12 month campaign.

Promotions cont.
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• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by   
15% each by the end of the presidential race on November 4, 2008.

• Encourage an increase of interest and involvement in the upcoming presidential election through our   
AIM products by the end of the elections.

• Increase the use of our Userplane Chats by our target market 15% over the three months. 

• An internet banner will be placed at the top of the MyAIM homepage.

• An AIM to Vote commercial will air from September through November 2008.

• AIM to Vote polls after debates, chats, and recent news.

AIM to Vote will be promoted through internet banners on the AIM homepage. These will also promote User-
plane chats and groups discussing the current candidates and major issues involved with the presidential 

-
cal views and be directed immediately into the corresponding group. From there they can join the group and 

group send them messages through Instant Messenger about upcoming chats with the presidential candi-

-
dates will be fewer and will be handled much like the Sponsored Userplane chats. 

Other ways we are promoting AIM to Vote is through a television commercial airing on MTV, The CW, TBS 

about current issues in the campaign.

AIM Presidential Chats will educate the 
target audience on the current presiden-
tial campaign and promote participation in 
November 2008. Our research shows that 
nearly 32% of our target market reported 
they will vote in the upcoming election. This 

A 15% increase will be achieved through the 

coverage, our advertisements, AIM groups, 
and AIM Userplane chats targeting the presi-
dential race.
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• Increase recognition of Userplane chats, groups, messaging, and comments in our target market by   
15% each by the end of our 12 month campaign.

• Associate our products with a business setting thus increasing our professional image by 10% by the 
end of our 12 month campaign.

• Increase the use of AIM products by the older AIM users in our target market by 15% by the end of our 
12 month campaign.

•
areas to promote using AIM Workplace within their business.

Since our target market stretches to twenty-four year 
olds, it is important to reach those members that have 
entered into the working world. An innovative way to in-
corporate AIM into their working life is to integrate AIM 

pressed and a business meeting with the entire de-
partment is not feasible, users will be able to use AIM 

group to communicate with every department member. 
To update employees about the release of a new prod-

group homepage. 

Networking (YPN) groups around the country as well 
as college students to promote AIM Workplace. The 

homepage for more information on how it can help their 
business and career.

Customer loyalty will grow by presenting a leisure communication system as an effective work tool. Our 
research suggests that 60% of AIM users would be willing, or have continued to use AIM after they have 

-
age by 15% in the older ages of our target market. 

MyAIM Workplace

22
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Timeline
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Website Development $25,000

$7,000,000

Commercial $750,000
Posters/Flyers $500,000
T-Shirt $1,500
Makeover $120,000
Mouse pads $500
Plane Ticket $9,000
Hotel & Accommodations $18,000
iPod Touch and Songs $15,000

Onscreen Crawler Ad & Sponsorship Mention $8,000,000
Trophy $25,000
Rally Towels $1,000,000

$340,000

On-Air Invitation $20,000
Sponsorship Costs $1,000,000

Sponsorship Cost $500,000
Commercial $3,000,000

$750,000

Data Mining $150,000

$100,000

$1,250,000

Budget
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MyAIM Interface Change
$25,000

Centerfold Print Ad
$7,000,000

AIM A-Lister Challenge
 $6,414,000

AIM Player of the Game
$9,025,000

CW Product Placement
$340,000

Sponsored Chats
$1,020,000

AIM To Vote
$3,800,000

Contingency
$1,250,000

Evaluation
$100,000

Research Costs
$900,000
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-

give users exactly what they want. 

In order to connect with each segment of the target market on a deeper level, Velocity Communications sug-
gests partnering with charity organizations. This demonstrates that AIM cares about social issues and wants 
to make a difference. Also, through the promotions and product placement, we guarantee you will be able to 
engage both existing and new members to use all of the AIM applications.

Velocity Communications will reach the target market through traditional media such as print ads, television 
commercials, and product placement along with non-traditional media including the Internet. Through exten-

directly reach large numbers of the target market and deliver millions of gross impressions.

AIM has established itself as the leader in Instant Messaging through a fast, easy, real time messaging sys-
-

ing a campaign that will fully engage the target market to increase usage of the AIM products 

• The AIM A-Lister challenge will encourage use of AIM to win a trip to one of four events. 

• The Sponsored Chats will increase usage of AIM by giving fans a chance to chat with other devoted fans.

• Product Placement on CW television shows will broaden AIM recognition and motivate viewers to use the 
product.

•

educate themselves on their voting options.

• Brand awareness will be increased through promotional items such as t-shirts and monogrammed ipods.

• Sponsored Chats will introduce users to network groups and enable them to socially connect with other 
AIM users with similar interests.

• The ability to donate to nation-wide charities shows the target audience that AIM is useful for things other 
than Instant Messaging.

• AIM users will be encouraged to invite friends to social network groups to increase their chances to win a 
contest.

• Gain large data base from data mining.

•
• Participants in AIM A-Lister challenge.

• Membership in social network groups

• Current AIM users will invite prospective consumers.

Campaign Summary and Evaluation
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Meet the Team
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